Advances in turf production

Derek Edwards takes a look at the improvements in the turf industry since the mid 70s.

The cultivated turf industry has seen many changes and much growth since the mid 70s, largely driven by advances in turf grass technology and better standards of greenkeeping/groundsmanship. Because of the wide variety of good quality turf now available, a huge increase in demand for high standard and specific products has been generated.

Twenty years or so ago the average greenkeeper would not consider for one moment the use of turf for repairing or constructing a golf green. The choices would have been limited to buying turf from parkland, meadowland or coastal regions (seawashed) representing roughly 90% of the then turf industry. Only a mere handful of purpose grown cultivated turf producers existed with limited or questionable supplies. Invariably the greenkeeper would end up seeding or creating an on-course turf nursery simply because adequate material could not be readily purchased. Even if the grass was suitable, the soil types would not necessarily be compatible and vice versa. If anything, seawashed turf, because of its fescue dominated swards was purchased in comparatively large quantities for those who wanted a fine textured sward for bowling, golf or luxury lawns. However, for most of these applications the grass quality and strength were questionable as was the soil type which invariably was silt.

In the late 70s a few turf growers began purpose growing turf for various specific applications. For example a lighter, stone free soil would have been chosen and a grass seeds mixture or say an 80/20 fescue/bent mixture would be drilled (grasses of known quality and availability) and then the area intensively managed to produce golf or bowling green turf. To begin with this was slow to catch on, mainly due to its relatively high price but more especially greenkeepers were sceptical; because of the historical bad record of turf supply quality they would not trust the description of the turf given by the grower to match the product. Invariably, however, the material would sell but the quantities were small and very quickly the continuity of supply failed and the turf
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Putting down roots has never been more important.

The wear and tear your tees suffer all year round puts a premium on turf with outstanding powers of recovery. That's why you should use Medallion turf from Rolawn.

It's ferocious rooting power ensures maximum penetration - ready to play weeks, even months, earlier. And Medallion turf is ideal for repair and renewal: order as much or as little as you need.

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY: contact your local Rolawn depot for a FREE sample and see the difference for yourself in days. We have depots nationwide - to find your nearest, call 01904-608661 and ask for Customer Services.

Rolawn
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Top marks to Lindum for their ever expanding range of turf grades and specialist services.
• StrathAyr Bay Root washed turf
• Turf SqAyers
• Standard and big rolls
• Turf laying service
When it comes to innovation, new technology and a red carpet service, Lindum are in a class of their own.

TOURNAMENT for golf & bowling greens
TEES for golf tees (choice of 3 mixtures)
SPORTURF for the professional football or rugby stadium
HERITAGE for prestigious lawns, gardens and parks
FESTIVAL general landscaping
PURE BENT the speciality golf turf

The turf ON TOP
ON TOP FOR CHOICE - A grade for every purpose. Available in standard or Jumbo rolls.
ON TOP FOR QUALITY - Top rated STRI cultivars all grown on light, sandy soil.
ON TOP FOR SERVICE - Available direct or through local depots. All Sovereign Turf is delivered fresh within 24 hours of harvesting.
GET ON TOP WITH SOVEREIGN - Call Steve Williams now on 01728-688984 for a quote, sample, or to arrange a visit to our fields.

Fir Tree Farm • Blaxhall • Woodbridge • Suffolk • IP12 2DX
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grower, lacking much experience, would resort to supplying material of an inferior nature which would then further disillusion the greenkeeper.

Gradually the increasingly discriminating greenkeeper was being converted and by shopping around could, by the early 80s, find reasonable sources of supply of turf which not only contained appropriate grasses but was grown on reasonable soil types and was produced with quality seed providing a very acceptable and attractive result. So it was catching on.

The boom in golf course construction during the 1980s fuelled the demand and as this coincided with an increase in agricultural land availability (thousands of acres taken out of crop production) a whole and significant industry was developing with many farmers turning to turf production as an alternative crop. Owing to the wide gulf between agriculture and horticulture many of these projects proved a disaster. However some farmers who took the trouble to learn the subject and to get advice from experts did and have succeeded in producing consistently good turf products.

This activity was being reflected throughout the whole of the country and abroad and encouraged turf machinery manufacturers, amenity seed producers and trade suppliers generally to increase production and introduce new and improved materials and equipment, further encouraging growth in the industry.

The first notable change was in the quality and reliability and choice of machinery specifically designed for turf growing (eg harvesters and mowers). To cope with the increasing acreages of cultivated turf, all these items were essential and the acreages since the 70s have grown from around 1500 to now well over 15000 acres of quality purpose grown material under production in the UK alone.

So advances in grass quality, improved growing techniques, better equipment and more knowledge have provided product availability, and demand has been born from this. Turf is now used in a amazing array of applications - areas where turfing at one time would never have been considered. The main markets for cultivated turf are golf, bowling, tennis, cricket, football, landscaping and lawn usage, however we now see turf being used on industrial sites, roadside verges, river embankments airfields and so on.

Many planners, specifiers and especially end users today look for an immediate result, that is that the area is initially green and will quickly be ready for use - keeping the members or customers happy. Only by using quality purpose grown turf can these requirements be fulfilled.

For years the turf growers have battled against environmentalists who only see turf as denuding the area of its greenness and depleting the land of its rich topsoils. This has proved a nonsense in terms of modern high standard cultivations by skilled turf growers and emphasis is now being switched to the environmental benefits of turf. These benefits are too numerous to details in this article but briefly turfgrass provides erosion control, ground water recharge, surface water quality, chemical decomposition, soil improvement and restoration, heat dissipation, noise abatement, glare reduction, decreasing pests and allergic pollens and probably most important of all to the environment, enormous quantities of oxygen that are given off into the atmosphere.

The one time "cowboy" image is rapidly disappearing and the launch of a turfgrowers trade association in 1995 for the United Kingdom has not only helped with the marketing of turfgrass benefits but has also taken steps to improve standards of the product and to improve the conduct of members growers who now total around 35. Named Turfgrass Producers International UK its members represent almost 80% of the total turf production in the country. With much work still to be done with the association barely two years old, already TPI UK has achieved the introduction of minimum standards of turf, a code of conduct for its members, a research and development fund and arranged seminars and talks for the industry in their regular meetings. All these from an association which has started off extremely successfully and provides the only group of turf growers with common and worthwhile objectives in the country.

Methods of turf installation or laying have also dramatically affected the industry in recent years. We has seen the development of Big Roll turfing systems (the original invented by Lawn Technology - now part of the Inturf Group). These systems allow mechanised handling of large sections of turf more accurately, less disturbing and several times faster than the traditional small roll of turf laying that used to be undertaken laboriously.

The industry has also seen developments in turf washing, where soil incompatibility could cause problems. Pressure jetted water onto the harvested turf removes the offending soil and the soilless turf is then laid on the prepared rootzone base, avoiding possible interface difficulties subsequently.

Reinforced turf - where soil stability can present problems such as in goal mouth areas on football pitches is also gaining in popularity. The problem with the modern rootzone mixture for say football pitches is that it tends to be designed for rapid drainage and therefore tends to be extremely sandy. The problem with sand is that it lacks stability and this is where the reinforced material can assist greatly. This stabilisation process is not, however, to be confused with turf or sod netting - sometimes referred...
to as reinforced netting. This netting merely assists the turf grower to harvest turf prematurely providing absolutely no benefit to the end user. It can be a hazard in certain applications. Beware.

Custom grown turf – this is where turf is pre-grown for a customer’s exacting or unusual requirements. The specialist turf grower will import the specified rootzone spreading it to a predetermined depth according to the type of harvesting dimensions and transplanted when the facility construction has been completed. This turf can be laid by either traditional methods, big roll turfing or if there is not time remaining, the deep section turf tile can be employed and subsequently used also for instant repair work on damaged areas.

While many of these new developments are highly specialised and handled only by a very few growers the trend is however, one of improvement of turf types and turf systems and associated services. The summer of ’95 did cause a blip in the development and improvement of the turfgrass industry generally, leaving many growers with huge areas of droughted land, but it is accustomed to major variations in climatic conditions and being a strong industry with innovative products and an ever growing demand for quality turf and services the future is both secure and exciting.

Derek Edwards is Managing Director of the Inturf Group and Chairman of Turfgrass Producers International UK.

For more information about the Turfgrowers Association please contact Peter Adams, 12 Vixen Walk, Danewood, New Milton, Hampshire, BH25 5RU. Tel: 01425 638934 Fax: 01425 639195.
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IF I WASN’T A GREENKEEPER
I WOULD PROBABLY HAVE BEEN:

“A professional footballer for either Glasgow Rangers or Manchester United.”

- Lex Armitage, Richmond GC

Installing big rolls

INSTINCTIVELY
INTURF™

BIG ROLL TURF
The original patented system

CUSTOM GROWN
For special applications

CLASSIC
A complete range of turf types

LAY ‘N’ PLAY
Turf Tiles
Unique instant turf repairs

The Inturf Group,
Regent Street, Pocklington, York Y04 2QN
Telephone (01759) 304101 Fax (01759) 305229
For Scotland
Tel: 0131 663 6617/8/9 Fax: 0131 663 0651
For France
Tel: +++(33) 44 54 90 76 Fax: +++(33) 44 54 64 07
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Slow down to move ahead

In all these years of maintaining golf greens the green speed has changed. The greens have become faster, but where is the end and how far can we go? In my opinion, we cannot go any further, but we have to go backwards. First of all, green speed depends upon grass species and professional maintenance. As it is, we are cutting lower and lower to create fast greens for big tournaments or to have the fastest greens in the area. Being cut below 5 mm, however, fescues, brown top bent and creeping bent will not survive. What we are doing is encouraging annual meadow grass, and this is the opposite of what we want. After all, we would like to play golf in autumn and winter too. The worst thing, that happened was introducing the stimp-meter, and setting standards for faster greens.

In Harrogate, I was talking to a Course Manager and he said his greens were 13 feet on the stimp-meter and members were still complaining about slow greens. These ridiculous comments should be stopped. Also, talking to Dr Joe Vargas, Plant Pathologist at Michigan State University, I said that by raising up the cutting height of greens we would solve various problems like diseases, heat-stress wear and tear etc. He said: "Don't tell me. I know you're right. Tell your committee and members."

We are cutting too close to what grass species on greens can withstand. But what is the problem? If everybody start to make these changes at his golf course, committees will see the improvements in turf quality. Of course a Course Manager will say that by doing so he will lose his job. That is the case he should wonder whether he is employed by the right club.

Because of the above argument, I would like to ask, and I seriously hope that are willing to, organisations which have influence on this matter, to help Course Managers in this never ending story of fast, faster, fastest greens. I am hereby thinking of organisations like the Royal and Ancient, the PGA, the STRI, BIGGA, USGA, Golf Monthly and people like agronomists, architects, and the top media commentators. I would like them to stand up and tell the world that the direction we are going in is the wrong one. We should give grass species a chance to survive, and with the parties mentioned above standing behind this matter, life for the Course Managers would be made a little bit easier.

As long as we have greens of smooth trueeness and green speed adapted to the characteristics of the available grass species of the green, it is all right. And a good professional golfer can adapt his game to the quality of the available green.

In my opinion raising up the cutting height enough to keep the required grass species alive is the way forward and not what we have been doing all these years.

Arne van Amerongen
Lauterbach
Germany

Caution over cures

Through your magazine I am interested to find out how many Golf Course/Turf Managers, Green Chairman and Secretaries consider, like myself, that information about a large number of products leads us into tunnel thinking, especially when it comes to the understanding of grass and soil growing mediums, its requirements, tolerances, maintenance regimes etc.

More and more we see wonderful cures in bottles and bags which the turf manager is expected to buy as the latest developments. These cures quite often lead to another purchase to counteract the reaction of the first and so on.

Are we moving away from good cultural turf management? Do we as an industry agree what good cultural turf management is? Are sports clubs, golf clubs, realistic and consistent in their expectations of the turf they play on? Are these expectations leading the turf manager to look for the quick cure in the bottle?

These are a few of the questions that I feel need answering to enable those of us involved in turf care to produce the results that satisfy both the sportman's need and the turf manager's needs.

This is too deep a subject to discuss in one letter so perhaps anybody with views on the subject would contact me to ascertain whether an open discussion would be justified at a venue.

Gordon McKie
Deputy Head Greenkeeper
Eden Course
St Andrews

First class event

I would like to thank BIGGA for the wonderful job of putting a first class conference together. As it was my first time there, and I hope it won't be my last, and I had such a great time, I will certainly recommend it to other greenkeepers in the North Section.

I have been in greenkeeping now for 31 years and I can honestly say it was the best conference I have ever been to and the most friendly people I have ever met.

Hugh McLatchie
Head Greenkeeper
Peterhead GC

Excellent value

Through the pages of Greenkeeper International may we thank the BIGGA delegation who attended the GCSAA Conference and Show in Orlando for their company and friendship throughout our visit.

We felt the organisation, hotels and plane seats from Gatwick to Orlando were excellent value.

Hope it is not too long till we all meet again.

Craig and Mhalii Stewart
Wittelsbacher GC
Rohrehfeld-Neuburg
Germany

A great week

I write to you to convey my thanks through your magazine to the North Section (Scottish Region) on my receiving the Patron's Award for the Section.

This enabled me to attend BTME '96 which I thoroughly enjoyed, also giving me the chance to meet many more friends from the greenkeeping profession.

I must also give a vote of thanks to Elliott Small for arranging another great bit strip for everybody from Scotland.

I am surer I can say on behalf of everybody it was a great week.

Thank you once again.

Gordon McKie
Deputy Head Greenkeeper
Eden Course
St Andrews

Fair deals ignored

I am writing in frustration at the disregard that golf club committee's seem to show towards the BIGGA wage scale. In the four and a half years that I have been in greenkeeping, it has been laughed at, screwed up and usually totally ignored.

Isn't it about time that somebody stood up for the greenkeeper and made the wage scale a compulsory minimum, as it is in agriculture, on which the BIGGA rate is based? I really think that the BIGGA Board of Management should start to think about the ordinary greenkeeper, instead of concentrating on the top few greenkeepers who may be earning a decent wage. I also think that a craftsman's wage system should be introduced to reward greenkeepers who take the time to learn new skills and who gain recognised qualifications, but until the golf clubs are told that they must pay for the time and skill put into the preparation of their golf courses, I'm sure they will just carry on paying derisory wages and in some cases letting people work in dangerous conditions under the health and safety laws.

Maybe it's about time for less bowing and scraping to the golf clubs and a bit more effort being put into the welfare and earnings of the membership of their Association. After all it is the humble greenkeeper who makes up the majority of the membership.

Name and Address Supplied

Appreciated

I have been requested by my fellow students who attended the Massey Ferguson Tractor Appreciation Course at Oaklands College to convey our heartfelt thanks to all those concerned with the organisation of this course.

We all feel that the instruction given to us by Guy Stewart of Massey Ferguson was of the highest quality in explaining the nuts and bolts approach to tractors and other grass machinery.

We would also like to thank the Principle and Chris Bishop of Oaklands College for the hospitality shown to us during our stay.

We all hope that this type of course will be available again to greenkeepers who, like us, would find it a very rewarding experience.

Mark Anderson
Head Greenkeeper
Newbury Racecourse Golf Club

Generous gift

May I thank the Northern Section of BIGGA for its generous gift of £84 donated to Kasisi orphanage. The orphanage that my wife Marie and I help to support is situated in Zambia, approximately 30 kilometres east of Lusaka and at present there are 140 children there with ages ranging from one day old to teenagers.

Part of the orphanage houses 40 babies suffering either from the HIV virus or AIDS. These children do not live very long, but with the help of donations received from caring people and the love given to them by the Sisters running the orphanage it does allow them to die with dignity.

Once again many thanks to you all for your generosity.

Bert and Marie Cross
Liverpool
New on the market

After 23 years marketing Billy Goat outdoor vacuums Bob Andrews Ltd has signed up with new American partners Giant Vac Inc, from New England.

The new range includes push and power driven pedestrian vacs from 5-11hp; blowers of 5, 8 and 11hp; tailgate loaders and truck loaders from 11-20hp.

Giant Vac vacuum machines are designed on a modular basis and a range of options including engines, snouts, wheels or wandhoses can be attached to the basic wheeled chassis.

Bob Andrews will arrange a trial anywhere in Britain free and without obligation. Tel: 01344 862111.

Farmura is launching a spring promotion offering a free wax body warmer to help increase awareness of its Liquid Organics and Liquid Concentrates as part of balanced turf management.

Spend £350 on selected Farmura products between now and May 31 and you will be sent a free body warmer.

The Imperial Cancer Research Fund has developed its own range of sun care products – Sun Safe – which is unique in that it is the only range of the market with no products which actively help people to tan.

“We do not want to encourage people to seek a tan and we are very concerned about giving the public the right message on sun protection. This is why the lowest factor in the Sun Safe range is SPF 15. But to avoid burning, people must follow the pack instructions carefully,” said Dr Julia Newton Bishop, the ICRF skin cancer expert who guided the development of Sun Safe.

All profits from the sale of Sun Safe products will go to the Imperial Cancer Research Fund and its research programme and even 1% of the solar care market would be worth up to £1.5 million per annum.

Hayter has re-designed and up-graded its Condor after an extensive campaign to canvas opinion from customers.

Among the advances this has brought about are easier more comfortable controls, a strengthened deck and a fuller skirt.

The new Condor Elite, pictured above, is available in two models – the Hydrostatic and the Bank. The Hydrostatic is driven by a Honda GX340 11hp engine with hydrostatic transmission and allows infinite speed variation.
forward and reverse without gears or clutch.

The Bank model is purpose-built for negotiating difficult slopes and embankments. It is powered by a Kohler Magnum M8T 8hp engine and has a ratchet-driven transmission to ensure positive traction on steep gradients.

Both are available with the option of 30' and 36" rotary attachments or a 30", three and five bladed cylinder verge attachment.

On the well worn premise that "Every new development in the States inevitably crosses the Atlantic and becomes a trend in the United Kingdom" we can soon expect Softspikes to be the accepted norm for anchoring golf shoes to turf.

Softspikes were introduced in the USA in 1993 and already more than 175 courses throughout the States have banned traditional metal spikes, as tests have proved that softspikes reduce damage to turf, carpet and may even be easier on the human body.

The non-penetrating urethane spikes have a plastic flange with ridges fashioned in a fan-like design to provide traction.

Literature from the American manufacturers of Softspikes gives the enlightening statistic that a fourball "leaves approximately 500 footprints, which translates into 6,000 spike wounds on each green. For most courses that's about a million spikemarks a day. The company also claims that the spikes reduce the spread of Poa Annua and other grass diseases and saves the club money on fertiliser and fungicides.

"The theory that metal spikes somehow aerate the turf is largely disproved," said Jim Snow, National Director of the USGA's greens section. "Metal spikes actually increase compacting."

Since their initial launch the company - Softspikes - has introduced a new improved version aimed at providing more traction. The company also provides information on how to implement metal spike bans at golf clubs.

The current cost of the new spikes is currently around $7 to $9 for a set of 24.

So we wait with bated breath for the arrival of the Softspike revolution which will consign traditional metal spikes to the same footnote in history as the Great British roast dinner.

A new seeding machine, recently used at Gog Magog GC in Cambridgeshire, has helped to reduce seed waste and bare patches due to wind drift.

The new machine, the Pro-seeder TP1700 from Denmark, and bought from Greensward Engineering Company of Leeds, discharges the seed at such a low height that it eliminates wind drift while it also gently rakes the seed into the surface and covers it with a thin layer of soil which was scattered by its special mesh rear roller.

At Gog Magog the process was so successful that despite problems with wind erosion on the fairways the seed stayed in place and excellent germination was achieved.

Greensward said that one customer has reported saving £400 on seed with his HP600 and that the machine paid for itself in the first few months.

Further information can be obtained from Greensward on 0113 267 6000.

SO DEDICATED, THEY EARN THEIR STRIPES EVERYTIME.

Whatever the season, whatever the weather, this greenkeeper cuts a fine swathe through thick, uneven turf to produce the perfect fairway.

For the new Reelmaster fairway mowers boast many new, innovative features resulting in a cut like never before.

Rugged, powerful and durable, they have the lightest of touches. Their new L-I-N-K-S™ system of floating linkage and individual lift arm dampers hug the turf to get into dips and hollows for a close, all-over cut with no "bobbing", even at speeds in excess of 7mph.

The Reelmaster 6500D, with its 5-gang mower, and the 6700D, a 7-gang mower, both offer impressive cutting technology with all-interchangeable variable speed, automatically controlled reels to handle fast-growing, tough seasonal grasses.

Quiet in operation thanks to Toro's advanced noise reduction, the powerful 38hp and 42hp diesel engines will help these machines reach inclines other mowers can't.

To win your stripes, give us a call and we'll walk your course with you and recommend the best machine for your needs.

You too can trust Toro expertise and quality. Simply telephone 01480 476971 and we'll arrange for a local dealer to contact you.
Newly appointed Iseki dealers with an extensive range of Massey Ferguson and Iseki parts now in stock

Demonstration equipment available

MF362 62hp 4wd Tractor
MF1200 Series Compact Range
Iseki Range inc. SF 300 Out Front Rotary
Full Range of Richard Long Equipment

Contact us now to arrange your demonstration and for further details

Reading: 01734 884888 Fax: 01734 885454
Wallingford: 01491 838388 Fax: 01491 836702

This space could be working for you from only £75 per month.

Call Carol or Louise on 01347 838581
South Scotland Section

Welcome to this month's report. Hope everything went well during the April reno-
vation work as the weather has taken a turn for the better. Well not a lot to
tell you about this month but here we go.

We had a day out at Souter's of Stir-
ling and a great day was had by all 16
members who made the journey – yet
again a very poor turnout. What do we
have to do to get our members inter-
ested in these days that we organise
for you? If someone could let me
know it would be much appreciated.
So thanks again to John Stouer
and his company for a great day.

The East Section played host to the
Scottish Conference at the Edinburgh
Airport Stakis Hotel. I could not make
it due to work commitments but I got
all the details from Steve Dixon and
Robert Hogarth who informed me of
the good turnout, speakers etc. Also
it was good to see our Chairman, Dean
Cleaver, in attendance and our Execu-
tive Director, Neil Thomas, also made
the trip north to be with us.

We did see a good turnout on
April 11 at Longniddry GC for our first
outing of the new season which is also
the second round of our Hayter Quali-
fier, so you had better get some prac-
tice in if you wish to qualify for this
year's Scottish Final.

You will soon have your fixture card
and a social committee newsletter
with all details of upcoming events for
the first time this year.

Well that's all for this month folks
and I'll speak to you all next month.

Chris Yearnin
Around the Green

On a happier note, it was very good to see Alan Gamble looking fit and sprightly at our dinner dance after his recent illness.

In future all queries, news correspondence, bookings for golf etc should be addressed to Simon Heppenstall, at 2 Newby Walk, Kirkheaton, Huddersfield, HD5 0LQ Tel 01484 519829. Do give him a call with any information or gossip for him to pass on. I am sure he will be pleased to hear from you.

Bob Lupton

Cleveland

The Annual General Meeting took place on February 15 at Darlington GC. Reports were given and we have a healthy balance sheet. Thanks to Secretary/Treasurer Gary Munro and Regional Representative Ian Holoran for sterling work during the past year.

Thanks to Bob Lawton for being golf event organiser. We hope to have better attendances at meetings and request help before arranging speakers for next autumn. We have over 100 members which is very good but we want to have your presence gentleman.

We are to have only one golf event in December for greenkeepers, which you can all afford. Gary will announce the venue in a newsletter.

We send best wishes to Alan Gamble and hope he gets fully fit and active again.

One vacancy on our Cleveland committee was taken by Tony Mears. Welcome Tony and thanks for your teaching efforts at Houghall College, Durham, on a part-time basis.

See you at the Spring Golf Tournament at Ramside Hall Hotel GC, Durham on Wednesday May 15.

Bruce Burnell

North East

The Autumn competition has now been confirmed and will be played at the City of Newcastle GC on September 19.

The Section welcomes the following new members – Garry Batson, Burgham Park GC; Garry Bolton, Crook GC; Cliff Bunn, Stocksfield GC; Edward Curry, Bellingham GC; Simon Dobson, Prudhoe GC; Neil Irvin, South Moor GC; Thomas Moore, Allenhead GC; Simon Reid, South Shields GC; George Wright, Crook GC and Ian Kerr, Tynemouth GC.

Congratulations to Craig Kilgour on his recent appointment and move from Ponteland GC to Hespole GC.

J.V.Lax

North West Section

The theme of the N/W Seminar at Mersey Golf and Country Club "Forward Together" was planned to involve everybody in the golf business. It was an excellent day with 100 delegates in attendance and six very knowledgeable speakers. The seminar started with Neil Thomas taking us from the inception of BIGGA in 1987 to the present day, sharing with us some of the teething problems that occur when starting a new association.

David Goldberg, of the GTC, spoke on the need for education and NVQs. David left little doubt that the GTC is doing everything possible to educate, not only the greenkeeper but also the golf clubs in allowing their staff to attend the colleges.

The role of the Course Manager was the title for the following speaker, and Duncan McGilvray spoke on this subject admirably. Speaking as a Course Manager, Duncan referred to his own position and how forward planning, budgeting, communicating and training, are all part of the job, as well as the most important thing — maintaining the course.

The first part of the afternoon was shared by Peter Dutton and Dr Frank Harkins, who are both involved with the English Golf Union. Peter Dutton spoke of the role of the EGU and their involvement with the GTC. Dr Harkins spoke about training junior golfers through the EGU and how difficult it is for those young golfers to eventually become professionals.

John Hacker was the final speaker and the subject was Communication on the Golf Course. John, who is a former lecturer at Myerscough College and is now an agronomist spoke well on the subject and how important it is for greenkeepers, club officials, and members to communicate with each other and eradicate the us and them ideas of the past.

I would like to thank all the speakers for giving us an excellent educational day, Bob Lupton for chairing the seminar, Mere Golf and Country Club for use of their marvellous facilities, members of the trade for their support and the delegates who make you feel it is worth all the hard work.

The N/W Section has gained many new members since the BTME and I would like to welcome you all into the Section. Any new members who have not received a fixture list for the year, please contact me on 0151 724 5412 and I will send you one immediately.

The Spring Tournament this year will be played at Morecambe GC on Thursday May 30. This is also a qualifier for the Hayter Regional final and the closing date for entries is May 24. So send off your entries to Bill Merritt, 225 Utting Avenue, Clubmoor, Liverpool, Tel: 0151 284 4416 including your deposit of £10. That’s it for now and I hope you have a good golfing season.

Bert Cross

Midland Section

To start with this month all Midland Section members should have received their entrance sheet and fixture list for the coming season’s tournaments. If anybody has not yet received theirs, then please contact me so I can send one to you.

The first winter lecture was held at Walsall GC on February 14. Unfortunately, it was not very well supported with only 22 members in attendance. The talks were given by David Goldberg, of the GTC, and Peter Jelford, of Rufford Top Dress Supplies. Both were very informative. The committee would like to thank both speakers for giving up their time to come and speak to us.

The next item of news is the sudden illness of Dransl Franks, formerly of Avoncroft Amenity Products. Dave had a heart attack and has been very poorly. As of writing these notes he has greatly improved and is hoping to leave hospital in the foreseeable future. From all the members May we know Dave we wish him well and a speedy recovery.

Still on a sad note, I have informed of a sudden death of fellow greenkeeper Darrell Cooper. May we send our condolences to his family and friends.

On a happier note, Steve Macklady is now a proud father. Congratulations to both Steve and his family on the new addition.

And finally, I have been asked to attend liaison committee meetings at the Warwickshire College. At the last meeting it was felt that a questionnaire should be circulated around the Course Managers/Head Greenkeepers asking what levels of training they